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Abstract 
 
The disadvantages that exist for women participants in mediation have now been 
acknowledged for some time.  Hilary Astor’s 1991 position paper for the National 
Committee on Violence Against Women was thorough and clear.  Power imbalances 
make mediation a potentially unjust dispute resolution process for women, and one of the 
most crucial indicators of a serious power imbalance is a history of violence.  Yet in the 
year 2000 mediation is still touted as a more humane and appropriate dispute resolution 
process than litigation, particularly for family disputes.  This paper considers the 
implications for women of policy imperatives to encourage the use of mediation in family 
matters.  It reiterates the reasons why women, and particularly women survivors of 
violence, should never be forced to participate in the process and queries how we can 
better encourage policy makers to act on the knowledge that for women informal justice 
is often no justice at all. 
 
 
1.  Introduction 
 
Mediation is only one of a number of informal dispute resolution options1 available in 
the context of family law matters.  Mediation, it is said, allows family law disputes to be 
resolved in a way that is respectful of the parties' past affection, responsive to the 
                                                          
1   Others include, for example, conciliation and counselling. 
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emotional content of the dispute, and in a way which acknowledges the likely future need 
of parents to maintain some sort of continuing parental relationship.2  
 
Mediation is one of the most significant of the alternatives to litigated dispute resolution 
when it comes to family matters, not only in Australia but also in the UK and the USA.3  
It is not, however, a clearly defined process.  As Sir Laurence Street has said, “… it is a 
philosophical concept directed towards assisting parties to a dispute to resolve (disputes) 
through consensus."4  
 
Mediation is based on the premise that people in dispute are more likely to reach an 
agreement if they participate in a controlled but informal process where they decide on 
what is to be the content of the dispute, and where they are brought into some form of 
direct contact with each other.5  
                                                          
2  One of the theories behind mediation is that it can allow disputants "... an opportunity to discuss their concerns, 
explain their views and explore options for resolution in a safe, open and neutral environment.": Department of Justice 
and Attorney-General, QLD, Alternative Dispute Resolution Division, Annual Report 1994-1995 at 12.  In the context 
of family disputes the theory approaches disputes following separation as an emotional problem rather than a legal, 
political or financial one:  ML. Leitch,  "The Politics of Compromise:  A Feminist Perspective on Mediation" (1987) 
14/15 Mediation Quarterly 163 at 170. 
3  In the UK "[p]arties are to be made fully aware of the existence of mediation services, and their use in negotiating 
settlements is to be encouraged.":  R. Bailey-Harris, "A Season of Family Law Reforms in the UK" (1995) 9(2) 
Australian Family Law Journal 166 at 167.  Significantly, suggestions that mediation should be compulsory, at least for 
those on legal aid, and that the initial session in the mediation process should determine eligibility for legal aid have 
been abandoned in the UK:  ibid.  This practice exists in the Legal Aid Office of Queensland, however, and is discussed 
further below. Mediation has long been seen as integral to the agenda for family law reform in the USA. Family 
mediation processes developed rapidly in the USA in the 1980s.  During this time cooperative, co-mediation models 
were developed in which counsellors and accountants were involved, and these models were said to have improved 
attitudes towards mediation.  Consistent court referrals of matters to mediation are also said to have contributed to 
mediations growth in the USA:  S. Charlesworth, “Still Waiting in the Wings – Mediation and the Legal Profession” 
(1991) 65 Law Institute Journal 59 at 60.  Compulsory court-annexed mediation is legislatively provided for in a 
number of states in the USA, for example, California. 
4  L. Street,  "The Philosophy of Mediation", Paper Presented at the Fifth International Criminal Law Conference, 25-
30 September 1994, Sydney at 2. 
5 For definitions of mediation see:  J. David,  "Alternative Dispute Resolution - What Is It?" in J. Mugford (ed), 
Alternative Dispute Resolution Seminar Proceedings No.15 Australian Institute of Criminology Canberra, 1986 at 51. 
Sir Laurence has identified three fundamental principles of mediation:  First, mediation "... originates in an agreement 
between the disputants to call in the aid of a facilitator to assist in the structuring and conduct of settlement 
negotiations", secondly, "... the facilitator has no authority to impose a solution on a disputant as does a judge, 
arbitrator, or expert appraiser", and thirdly,"... the whole process remains at all times entirely flexible and dependent 
upon the continuing willingness of the disputants to continue it until such time as either they themselves agree upon the 
terms of settlement or one or other of them terminates the negotiations; it is, in short, consensus-oriented." L. Street,  
"The Language of Alternative Dispute Resolution" (1992) 3 Australian Dispute Resolution Journal 144 at 146.  Other 
definitions of mediation include:  Mediation is "... the intervention into a dispute or negotiation by an acceptable, 
impartial and neutral third party who has no authoritative decision making power to assist disputing parties in 
voluntarily reaching their own mutually acceptable settlement of issues in dispute.":  CW. Moore,  The Mediation 
Process  San Fransisco: Jossey-Bass, 1986; and "... mediation involves attempts by a third party to facilitate voluntary 
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 Mediation, and its philosophical foundation of consensus dispute resolution, assume that 
the parties are willing and able to represent themselves and their own interests in 
negotiations with each other.  For this reason it has been acknowledged for some time 
that the existence of a power imbalance between the parties can have a devastating effect 
on the equitability of a mediated resolution to a dispute.6  The process is therefore often 
an inappropriate one for women, and is, I would argue, always inappropriate for women 
who are survivors of violence of any form.   
 
Proponents of mediation still assert, however, that mediation can empower a weaker 
party, and that mediators are able to redress power imbalances.7  It is even claimed that 
"[m]ediation can offer [victims of violence] a good or better method of resolving disputes 
[than litigation], a method which respects the woman's right to safety and a satisfactory 
and equitable outcome ... ".8  Women, it is said, are significantly more likely than men to 
report feeling personally better following mediation.9  Professor Wade went so far as to 
                                                                                                                                                                             
agreements between parties in conflict.":  Zubek et al,  "Disputant and Mediator Behaviours Affecting Short-term 
Success in Mediation" (1992) 36(3) Journal of Conflict Resolution 546.  Other definitions focus on certain aspects of 
the process, for example, that the mediation process is "... designed to decide what issues are in dispute and to find 
ways to reach agreement about them.":  H. Astor for the National Committee on Violence Against Women,  Position 
Paper on Mediation Commonwealth of Australia, 1991 at 6; "[c]ompared to adjudication and arbitration, mediation is a 
more co-operative process whereby disputants face each other across the table.":  Note,"Lawyer Mediation in Family 
Disputes" (1985) 59 (11) Law Institute Journal, 163; mediation "... is not a form of assessment.":  M. Roberts,  
"Systems or Selves? Some Ethical Issues in Family Mediation" (1992) 10(1) Mediation Quarterly 11; in mediation "... 
the third party sensitively takes control of the parties' transactions and communications; directing the parties to 
overcome misperceptions and narrow their differences in communication.": GV. Kurien,  "Critique of Myths of 
Mediation" (1995) 6 Australian Dispute Resolution Journal 43 at 46; mediation is a process whereby the "... mutually 
acceptable resolution requires the agreement of the participants for implementation.":  G. Tillet,  "Resolving Conflict:  
A Practical Approach"  Sydney: Sydney University Press, 1991 at 33. Further, "[n]ot only is the mediation process 
variable and flexible, but the range of resolutions open to the parties is as extensive as are their common interests.":  
Street, above n.4 at 2.  See also, J. Folberg and A. Taylor,  Mediation: A Comprehensive Guide to Resolving Conflict 
Without Litigation San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1984 at 7-8. D. Chatterton,  "Mediation and Divorce" (1994) Solicitors 
Journal 18 March 263 at 265. 
6  Susan Gribben has said that "[f]amily mediators should be, and have in fact been, very active in promoting 
awareness of domestic violence issues in mediation and in developing strategies to address them.":  S. Gribben, 
"Violence and Family Mediation: Practice" (1994) 8 Australian Journal of Family Law 22 at 38.  Much of the 
awareness in this area has arisen, however, from the paper prepared for the National Committee on Violence Against 
Women by Dr Hilary Astor, above n.5. 
7  See, for example, A. Love, L. Moloney, and T. Fisher,  Federally-Funded Family Mediation in Melbourne - 
Outcomes, Costs and Client Satisfaction National Centre for Socio-Legal Studies, La Trobe University, 1995, and the 
Editor's Note in R. Field,  "The Use of Litigation and Mediation for the Resolution of Custody and Access Disputes:  A 
Survey of Queensland Family Law Solicitors" (1996) 7 Australian Dispute Resolution Journal 5 at 12. 
8  A. Prior, "To Mediate or Not to Mediate?  That is the Question - Domestic Violence and Family Mediation", 
Marriage Guidance Participant's Conference, 1993, at 12. 
9  Love, Moloney, and Fisher, above n.7 at xi. 
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say in 1994 that in critiques of mediation the phrase 'inequality of bargaining power' is 
"fashionably epidemic" and repeated "ad nauseam".10  
 
Government in particular has promoted mediation as the remedy to problems with family 
law litigation and funding crises in legal aid provision.11  In particular, the Family Law 
Reform Act, 1995 amendments to the Family Law Act emphasise alternative methods of 
dispute resolution particularly in children’s matters, and require the Family Court, and 
legal practitioners, to consider advising the parties about alternative options for resolving 
their dispute. 12    Further, Legal Aid Queensland requires parties to disputes about 
children to mediate (or more accurately to participate in a ‘conference’) before funding 
will be granted to litigate.13  As women are, in most family law children matters, at least 
one of the parties to the dispute, the advisability of the heavy emphasis on using 
mediation in these contexts is highly questionable. 
 
This paper considers the discrepancy between the rhetoric associated with the 
appropriateness of mediated dispute resolution in the Family Court of Australia and 
through Legal Aid Queensland for matters relating to children, and the practical reality of 
many women’s experience.  The paper then recounts the many reasons why it is 
inappropriate that women should have their dispute resolution options reduced in this 
way.  Finally it considers some issues relating to convincing policy makers that they 
should act on the knowledge that for women informal justice is often no justice at all. 
 
                                                          
10  JH. Wade,  "Forms of Power in Family Mediation and Negotiation" (1994) 8 Australian Journal of Family Law 
(1994) 40. 
11   For example, see the relevant sections of the Justice Statement (Commonwealth of Australia, AGPS, 1995), and the 
Access to Justice Report (Access to Justice Advisory Committee, AGPS 1994).  
12  See the Family Law Act, 1975 (Cth) as amended by the Family Law Reform Act, 1995 (Cth) and in particular, for 
example  Part III, Div 3 - "Obligations to Consider Advising People about Primary Dispute Resolution Methods". 
Pursuant to s.14(a) of the Act the object of Part III is "to encourage people to use primary dispute resolution 
mechanisms (such as counselling, mediation, arbitration or other means of conciliation or reconciliation) to resolve 
matters in which a court order might otherwise be made under this Act, provided the mechanisms are appropriate in the 
circumstances and proper procedures are followed." 
13 The Legal Aid assignments handbook states that “If an application is received in relation to parenting matters only 
… there is 1 type of grant of aid available.”   (Provided by a Legal Aid officer from 
http://laweb/assign/handbook/family.htm at 5.) 
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It should be acknowledged from the outset that although the concerns with mediation and 
its practice raised here apply in a general way to most women, generalities about gender 
and performance in mediation problematically homogenise women. Of course, women of 
different ages, cultures, levels of education and social standing will experience mediated 
negotiations in many different ways.  The scope of this paper does not extend, however, 
to a discussion of these issues of diversity.  
 
2.  The Rhetoric vs The Reality:  Women and Imbalanced Mediations 
 
Government has every reason to promote mediation as a process which relieves judges of 
the burden of long court lists,14 provides legal and social professionals with a new and 
secure area of expertise, and provides disputants with a 'better', more 'civilised', less 
expensive and emotionally more caring dispute resolution process.15  More particularly, 
mediation allows government to reduce spending on the courts, legal aid and community 
legal centres.16    
 
Policy development in the area of family law has therefore moved dispute resolution in 
this context firmly away from formal processes to informal processes.  This move has 
been accompanied by the necessary rhetoric about the inappropriateness of mediation in 
situations of power imbalance, but not with the necessary practical follow through and 
                                                          
14  PE. Bryan, "Reclaiming Professionalism:  The Lawyer's Role in Divorce Mediation" (1994) 28 Family Law 
Quarterly 177 at 189-190. 
15  S. Roberts,  "Mediation in the Lawyers' Embrace" (1992) 55 Modern Law Review 258 at 259.  Mediation is 
generally promoted as a process which is less emotionally damaging, which involves less conflict, which preserves 
greater individual and family autonomy, and which produces more flexible and workable outcomes than traditional 
litigation:  RF. Cochran (Jnr), "Mediation of Marital Disputes Before It Is Too Late:  A Proposal For Premarital 
Contract Provisions For Mediation of Disputes Within the Intact Family and at Separation" (1987) 15 Pepperdine Law 
Review 51.  
16  The former Labor government, at least in terms of family law, unashamedly jumped on the mediation band-wagon.  
After the findings of the Senate Select Committee on Costs, the Access to Justice Report, the Report of the Joint Select 
Committee into Certain Aspects of the Operation and Interpretation of the Family Law Act, and a detailed study carried 
out by Dr Richard Ingleby, the Justice Statement and the Family Law Reform Act, 1995 (Cth) reflected the federal 
Government's hopeful grasp of mediation.  Press Releases issued by Mr M. Lavarch, former federal Attorney-General, 
were enthusiastic and convincing:  "Attorney-General Michael Lavarch promised faster, cheaper and fairer resolution 
of divorce proceedings with the introduction of a new federally-sponsored mediation service in Queensland yesterday.":  
"Divorce Cost Cut With Mediation - Lavarch" Courier Mail, 30 November 1993.  And "Mr Lavarch foreshadowed big 
savings in time and money to both individuals and the courts.  'Divorce is the single largest area of complaint in the 
legal system and the place where most Australians come face-to-face with that system for the first time.  Mediation has 
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provision of access to other dispute resolution options, such as litigation.  Below, real 
problems arising for women out of policies favouring mediation in family law disputes 
are considered focussing first on the Family Court of Australia and secondly on the Legal 
Aid Office (Queensland). 
 
The Family Court of Australia has led the way in attempts to institutionalise alternatives 
to litigated procedures for family matters.  Counselling17 and conciliation conferences18 
have played an important role in the court since its inception, and the Courts (Mediation 
and Arbitration) Act, 1991 (Cth) introduced amendments to the Family Law Act, 1975 
(Cth) to include mediation amongst the court's processes. The introduction of the court-
annexed mediation service into registries around Australia began in the first half of the 
90s.19  The more recent amendments to the Family Law Act, mentioned above, aim to 
                                                                                                                                                                             
proved highly successful where it has been trialled in Melbourne, even in the harder cases involving custodial and 
access battles.'": ibid.  The present federal Coalition Government has not abandoned this approach.   
17 Pursuant to s.14H of the Family Law Act as amended by the Family Law Reform Act Part VII Division 3 
"Counselling etc" provides for the counselling of people in relation to matters affecting children.  Pursuant to s.62F of 
the Act the court may at any stage of proceedings relating to the care, welfare and development of a child order the 
parties to attend a conference with a family and child counsellor or welfare officer. Further, s.62B(3) obliges legal 
practitioners advising parties in matters relating to children to consider a referral to counselling.   The Chief Justice of 
the Family Court considers counselling to be a form of mediation.  He has said that the way in which the counselling 
service operates would be regarded throughout Australia and internationally as a model of mediation:  A. Nicholson, 
“The Family Court – 1994 and Beyond” (1995) 10(2) Australian Family Lawyer 1 at 3.  Further the Senate Standing 
Committee on Legal Costs has also commented that "[t]o the extent that 'counselling' extends into actively assisting the 
parties to resolve a specific dispute, it falls within the broad definition of mediation.":  Commonwealth of Australia, 
Senate Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs. Costs of Legal Services and Litigation - Methods of 
Dispute Resolution Discussion Paper No.4, AGPS, 1991 at 14-15.  However, some disagree.  For example, it has been 
said that "[t]he misconception that mediation has long been used in the Family Court as part of its dispute resolution 
process needs to be done away with.": T. Altobelli,  "Mediation in Family Law" (1994) 32(7) Law Society Journal 36 at 
40.  The Chief Justice also believes, however, that "... it would be naive to suggest that (the mediation program) can 
ever be a substitute for the court counselling service ... .":  Nicholson, above at 3. 
18 Conciliation procedures pursuant to order 24 of the Family Court Rules are not to be discussed here.  Such 
conferences are compulsory in matters seeking orders under s.79 of the Family Law Act - "Alteration of Property 
Interests." (see o.24 r.1(1A)).  For a discussion of these conferences which are known as Registrar's Conciliation 
Conferences see, for example, I. Davies and G. Clarke,  "ADR Procedures in the Family Court of Australia" (1991) 
Queensland Law Society Journal 391 at 392-393. 
19  A pilot assessment of the use of the court-annexed mediation program was carried out in Victoria and considered to 
be very successful:  Nicholson, above n.17 at 3.  As a result the program was extended to the Brisbane registry in 1995 
but has since been discontinued.  See also Family Court Mediation Section Melbourne Registry,  "Mediation in the 
Family Court - An Overview of the Model" (1994) 8 Australian Journal of Family Law 58, where the model used in 
Victoria and extended to other registries is described in practical terms as involving the following steps:  "... initial 
enquiry, information/education session, individual intake interview, joint pre-mediation interview, and mediation 
session(s).": id at 59.  In summary it has been said of the model that it "... is not simply a set of steps but an overall 
process which begins at the initial enquiry and ends when the mediation is completed.  Involved in this process is also a 
particular method of practice that the mediators follow, one which recognises the often intensely emotional and difficult 
time both parties may be experiencing and one which aims to treat both parties with respect and dignity.  It is a method 
of practice which aims at resolution and improving relationships, rather than simply an outcome.": id at 65. The service 
is available before and after litigation has commenced:  see ss.19A and B of the Family Law Act. It is said to be 
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strongly promote the use of alternatives to litigation, particularly in disputes about 
children.20  
 
In terms of the Court’s rhetoric about its use of mediation in situations of power 
imbalance the Chief Justice’s 1993 Direction concerning violence stated that "... the 
existence of family violence may have an effect upon the conciliation and mediation 
processes. … For those who are in fear of family violence: ... mediation will normally be 
regarded as inappropriate." 21  He has also said of the mediation model adopted by the 
Court that it is entirely voluntary.22
 
This all sounds promising and appropriate. But the rhetoric belies the reality of 
experience for many women.  First, for example, the notion of family violence in the 
legislation is based on fear and apprehension about personal wellbeing and safety.23  
This focus on physical violence fails adequately to recognise the impact of forms of 
violence other than physical, for example, deprivation of finances or contact with friends, 
on the balance of power in a relationship.  It also fails to recognise the impact of other 
power imbalances such as unequal access to information and unequal bargaining skills. 
 
Secondly,  the Family Court’s insistence that participation in mediation is voluntary is not 
necessarily the reality for many women.  Yes, they may ostensibly consent to being there.  
But in many instances they have no other choice.  The number of Legal Aid family law 
                                                                                                                                                                             
confidential: pursuant to s.19K of the Act mediators are required to take an oath of secrecy, and s.19N(2) states that 
evidence of anything said or any admission made at a mediation is not admissible in subsequent court proceedings. 
20  The Courts (Mediation and Arbitration) Act, 1991 (Cth) amended the Family Law Act, 1975 (Cth) by inserting Part 
IIIA sections 19A-M titled "Mediation and Arbitration".  Part III of the Act was amended by the Family Law Reform 
Act, 1995 (Cth) and is now entitled "Primary Dispute Resolution".  Further, a new order 25A titled "Mediation" was 
inserted into the rules in 1991 along with new regulations 7A and B and 9A - for a discussion of the provisions as 
introduced in 1991, and the solicitor's role in relation to them see Altobelli, above n.17 at 36-40.  
21  Family Court of Australia, Chief Justice's Direction as to the Management of Cases Involving Family Violence, 15 
January 1993, Introduction and at point 4.  The Chief Justice also commented in 1991 that some matters where there is 
a real inequality in bargaining power or where there is violence may not be suitable for mediation.  It is of concern that 
he continued:  "However, even in these circumstances there may be scope in confined issues for skilled mediation 
help.":  A. Nicholson, "Mediation in the Family Court" (1991) 65 Law Institute Journal 61 at 62.  
22   Nicholson, above n.17 at 3. 
23   See s.60D of the Act. 
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approvals is decreasing,24 so for women who cannot get funding, but also cannot afford 
legal representation to litigate there aren’t many other options available other than 
becoming a litigant in person.25
 
Thirdly, the emphasis in the Family Law Act is now firmly on primary dispute resolution 
(as it is known) methods of dispute resolution, particularly for children’s matters.  In the 
context of a discretionary judicial power regarding residence, contact and specific issues, 
it is as yet unclear what the impact of refusing to use one of these methods may be.  It is 
possible that a woman who has refused to mediate on parenting issues, for example, will 
be considered by the court as a difficult personality, perhaps even as an uncooperative 
and unreasonable person.  This may then impact on the making of any orders by the court.  
More research needs to be done on this issue.26
 
These are real concerns indeed for women, but when we look at the system of early 
conferencing developed by the Legal Aid Office in Queensland the situation gets 
worse.27  Legal Aid conferencing was developed in the early 1990s as a response to 
pressure on funds for legal aid, and on the basis of "... significant anecdotal evidence that 
                                                          
24   See http://www.legalaid.qld.gov.au/corp/facts.htm at 5 and J. Dewar, J Giddings and S Parker, “The Impact of 
Changes in Legal Aid on Criminal Law and Family Law Practice in Queensland”, Faculty of Law, Griffith University, 
1998 (the Griffith Legal Aid Report). 
25   See the Griffith Legal Aid Report, above n.24 for a discussion of this issue. 
26   Unfortunately, it was not an issue included in the research project:  H. Rhoades, R Graycar and M Harrison, “The 
Family Law Reform Act 1995: Can Changing Legislation Change Legal Culture, Legal Practice and Community 
Expectations?” at http://www.familycourt.gov.au/papers.  
27 The process was, however, recently favourably reviewed in a comparative analysis of a number of procedures 
around Australia: D. Gibson, R. Hazelwood, D. Brustman, B. Rogers and M. Lewis,  Primary Dispute Resolution in 
Family Law - Summary of Findings Arising from Four Pilot Programs Legal Aid and Family Services, Commonwealth 
Attorney-General's Department, AGPS, 1995.  The Legal Aid Office (Queensland) (LAO) has offered conferencing to 
clients since 1985.  The objective of the first conferences was to resolve problems arising from the LAO being 
requested to fund two parties in simultaneous actions, "... ie a custody matter before the Family Court and a Care and 
Protection Application in the Children's Court.": id at 5.  The focus of the conferences was on assisting the file manager 
to make an administrative decision about the granting of further legal aid: ibid.  The first conferences were held only 
between the solicitors for the parties.  However, "[i]t soon became obvious that greater progress could be made if the 
parties were also invited to accompany their solicitors.": ibid.  Further, "[w]hile the structure of the process had 
developed with an emphasis on merit assessment, the value of the process could not be denied, and the decision was 
made to enhance the effectiveness of conferences by developing a formal alternative dispute resolution program.":  ibid. 
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legal practitioners do not readily consider settlement until the parties are brought 
together."28   
 
Conferences almost invariably occur in children’s matters, and the Commission claims 
that 75% of people who apply for aid resolve their family law disputes at a conference.29
 
The conferencing process was not called ‘mediation’ for two reasons:  "... firstly because 
it needed to remain compulsory for legal aid clients, and secondly because the 
recommendation of future funding would remain a component of the process."30  The 
semantics issue here is not really important, however.  Legal Aid conferencing is still a 
process which falls within the definition of mediation if you take the philosophical basis 
of consensus dispute resolution as the dominant definitional factor. 
 
There are a number of serious issues for women in all of this.  First, it is a critical aspect 
of the Legal Aid conference model that entry into the process is compulsory.   Women, 
even where there is an imbalance of power, are being forced to mediate.  The outcome 
can only be inequitable.   Secondly, because access to further legal aid is affected by each 
party's attitude towards compromise and the reaching of an agreement during the 
conference, women are being forced to cooperate, even where they would otherwise 
refuse, so as not to jeopardise any chance of future funding.  
 
Where is the discrepancy between the rhetoric and the reality? In the Legal Aid 
assignments handbook it is clearly acknowledged that domestic violence can make a 
matter inappropriate for conferencing. 31   Such matters can be excluded from the 
requirement that a conference be held.  But the handbook states that “… the imbalance 
between the victim and the perpetrator (must be) so great that the victim is unable to 
                                                          
28  S. Skehill, “Is ADR a True Alternative?” Papers Presented to the 9th Annual AIJA Conference 18-19 August 1990, 
Melbourne, 119 at 126. 
29   Legal Aid Commission (Queensland), Factsheet 10 – Family Law Conferences at 1. 
30  Gibson et al, above n.27 at 5. 
31  Information provided by a Legal Aid officer from http://laweb/assign/handbook/family.htm at 3. 
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negotiate effectively, even with the assistance of a solicitor.” 32  It goes on to say:  “A 
common example is a woman who is afraid her husband will kill or hurt her if she applies 
for parenting orders so she will not press her application.”33  The implication here is that 
anything less than such a high level of fear and intimidation is insufficient reason for a 
woman to avoid participation in a conference. 
 
It is hardly surprising then that conferencing occurs where there has been a history of 
domestic violence, and even where there is a current protection order in place.34  The 
relevant Factsheet states that “If you have a domestic violence protection order, Legal 
Aid will seek your written consent to hold a conference.”35
 
3.  Why is this Push Towards Informal Dispute Resolution in Family Law Matters Such a 
Serious Issue for Women?36
 
Basically, the reason is this:  an imbalance of power for women in mediation will “… 
totally undermine the process and the outcome will be distorted."37  It is not sufficient 
simply to acknowledge the disadvantages to women of imbalanced mediations. 38  
                                                          
32   Ibid. 
33   Ibid. 
34  It should be noted that the conference can be terminated by the mediators or the client at any stage.  This sort of 
action may often not occur, however, because of the consequential inevitable and potentially negative repercussions for 
the ongoing provision of aid. 
35   Factsheet 10, above n.29 at 2. 
36  This section proceeds on the assumption that the issue of domestic violence itself is not mediable.  It is also based 
on the fundamental view that "... it is important to recognise that domestic violence is not a problem of a few 
pathological families who can be filtered out of mediation but is itself a product of the gendered power imbalance in 
society.":  H. Astor,  "Feminist Issues in ADR"  (1991) 65 Law Institute Journal 69 at 70. Domestic violence is defined 
in s.11 of the Domestic Violence (Family Protection) Act, 1989 (Qld) as "... any of the following acts that a person has 
committed against his or her spouse:  (a) wilful injury; (b) wilful damage to the spouse's property; (c) intimidation or 
harassment of the spouse; (d) indecent behaviour to the spouse without consent; (e) a threat to commit an act mentioned 
in paragraphs (a) to (d)."  The following examples are included in the section:  "1.  Following the spouse when the 
spouse is out in public, either by car or on foot.  2.  Positioning oneself outside the spouse's residence or place of work.  
3.  Injuring or threatening to injure, the spouse's pet.  4.  Repeatedly telephoning the spouse at home or work without 
consent (whether during the day or night)."  Subsection (2) provides that "A spouse need not personally commit the act 
or threaten to commit it."  See also, H. Astor for the National Committee on Violence Against Women,  Women and 
Mediation:  Information about Mediation for Women  AGPS, (1992). 
37 Kurien, above n.5 at 54. 
38  The Family Law Council has recommended that government-funded mediation services adopt guidelines on the 
suitability of mediation in certain circumstances.  For example, that mediation is not appropriate where a party is 
unable to identify his or her needs or interests, and/or is unable to act rationally in accordance with them; where a party 
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Women who are compelled to mediate, for whatever reason, where there is an imbalance 
of power are being forced to participate in an inexpensive, expeditious (or in other words 
cheap and fast) form of second-class justice,39 "... while 'real' justice is reserved for those 
who can afford to go to court."40  
 
As Zoe Rathus of the Women's Legal Service, Brisbane has said "Where there is a history 
of abuse women find it virtually impossible to negotiate agreements which they consider 
fair.  At the Women's Legal Service women frequently report having entered into 
agreements (through conferences at the Legal Aid Office or processes during the 
currency of Family Court proceedings) where they have compromised their personal 
safety and/or allowed significant (contact) to a father who may have spent little time 
alone with the children prior to separation."41  
 
The problem with the policy agenda in this context is that it is based on a notion of 
formal equality.  Formal equality now permeates the entire Family Law Act, and Legal 
Aid is also at pains to be seen to be treating everyone in the same way.  This is largely a 
result of the work of men’s rights lobbyists who Federal Attorney-General Daryl 
                                                                                                                                                                             
is treating mediation as a delaying tactic or other abuse of court process; where there is a serious inequality in the 
parties' capacity to negotiate; or where there is fear or threat of violence or abuse, or where violence or abuse is 
occurring.":  Family Law Council, Family Mediation  AGPS, 1992.  See also, Note, "Developments and Events:  
Family Law Council, Family Mediation AGPS, Canberra, June 1992" (1993) 7 Australian Journal of Family Law 6 at 
6-7. 
39  Ibid.   In particular, it has been said of family law that it "... offers one example of this concern that ADR will lead 
to 'second-class justice'.  In the last ten years, women have belatedly gained many new rights, including new laws to 
protect battered women ... .  There is a real danger, however, that these new rights will become simply a mirage if all 
family law disputes are blindly pushed into mediation.":  ibid.  However, Justice de Jersey, amongst others, believes 
that it is difficult logically to assert that a mediated, consensual agreement is not just:  P. de Jersey,  "ADR: Why All 
the Fuss?" Papers Presented at the 9th Annual AIJA Conference, 18-19 August 1990, Melbourne 67 at 70.  And the 
Standing Senate Committee on Legal Costs concluded that it was "... not convinced that assisted dispute resolution 
mechanisms provide second class justice.":  SSCLCA - Discussion Paper No. 4, above n.17 at 67. 
40  Id at 66. 
41 Z. Rathus, Submission on Family Law Reform Bill 1994, Women’s Legal service, Brisbane, May 1995 at 6.  This is 
supported by the National Women's Justice Coalition, in their Summary of Key Proposals, circulated to women family 
law professionals in Brisbane in a letter dated 1 September 1995.  Further, "... the priority of position of Part III and the 
clear messages it sends will result in many women who are survivors of domestic violence using inappropriate 
processes to resolve their family law problems.":  Rathus, at 3.  Ss.14 F and G impose duties on practitioners to 
consider how primary dispute resolution methods might be used to resolve the dispute but there are no accompanying 
guidelines as to how or what factors such as a history of violence, abuse, power imbalance and so on should be taken 
into account: ibid. 
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Williams QC was recently quoted as saying are doing “quite a reasonable job.”42  But 
formal equality inevitably, practically, results in inequitable outcomes for women, 
because "... formal equality does not result in substantive equality [as] it fails to take 
account of the subordinated position of women in society."43
 
So why is the balance of power not equal in mediations for women? One of the most 
significant reasons is violence. It is irrefutable that most victims of violence are 
women, 44  and violence is essentially about power and control.  Patterns of violent 
control become deeply entrenched.  The perpetrator's control does not end with the event 
of separation, he inevitably brings it to the mediation table.45 And contrary to Legal 
Aid’s implied assessment, physical violence is not the only concern.  Any form of 
violence creates a power imbalance. 
 
It is perhaps often forgotten by policy makers, but is incontrovertible, that non-physical 
forms of violence still result in the perpetrator exercising control and power over the 
victim which will produce effects on her behaviour, feelings and actions in the mediation 
process.  The bargaining performance of a survivor of violence can also be affected by 
possible issues such as depression, low self-esteem, and generally low personal 
                                                          
42   M. Cosic, “Uncivil War”, The Australian Magazine, August 21-22 1999 15 at 20.  On the issue of men’s rights 
groups and their impact on family law developments see M. Kaye and J. Tolmie, “Fathers’ Rights Groups in Australia 
and their Engagement with Issues in Family Law”, (1998) 12 Australian Journal of Family Law 19 and M. Kaye and J. 
Tolmie, “Discoursing Dads:  The Rhetorical Devices of Fathers’ Rights Groups”, (1998) 22 Melbourne University Law 
Review 162.   
43  J. Morgan,  "Equality Rights in the Australian Context:  A Feminist Assessment" in P. Alston (ed),  Towards an 
Australian Bill of Rights, Canberra, 1994 at 123.  See also, for example, R. Field, “Equality Based Reforms to the 
Family Law Act and the Invisibility of Women” (1999) 15 QUT Law Journal (forthcoming) and the references there. 
44  For example, the statistics of the former Department of Family Services and Aboriginal and Islander Affairs (now 
the Department of Families, Youth and Community Services) for the year ended 30 June 1994 contained in the 
Department's Annual Report state that in 1993 - 1994 there were 11,082 applications for protection orders under the 
Domestic Violence (Family Protection) Act, 1989 in Queensland.  This was up 23.2% from the previous year.  These 
statistics would reflect only a small proportion of incidents of violence experienced by women, however.  Note the 
comments of Susan Gribben that "[i]t is also widely recognised that in the vast majority of instances of domestic 
violence, women and children are victims and men are perpetrators ... .":  Gribben, above n.6 at 22.  She goes on to say, 
however, that "[a]lso, it is important for all mediators, lawyers, and other professionals, to remember that a small 
percentage of women are violent to their male (or female partner) and/or to children."  Whilst this may be true, the 
percentage is very small and it is more important that mediators become aware of issues relating to male violence 
against women.  It seems to me there is still much awareness raising to be achieved on this issue before we can afford 
to make such statements about female violence.  
45  In Canada it has been recognised that, notwithstanding that the relationship had ended, the wife continued to be 
strongly influenced by what her husband told her because of her accustomed subservient role which had been imposed 
upon her by the husband during the marriage:  Heaton v. Heaton (1992) 3 SCR 813 at 853-854. 
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expectations.46  It is also appropriate to emphasise that “the reality is that one act of 
violence, although it seems apparently isolated, long past and relatively minor, to an 
outsider, may have been enough to establish a continuing pattern of domination ... ."47
 
Survivors of violence may also suffer more significantly than other women from an 
imbalance of power created by a gendered variance in attitude towards bargaining. Carol 
Gilligan’s 1982 study48 indicated that men and women do negotiate differently, with the 
approach of men being rights-based and that of women relationships-based.49  As a 
result, women, and perhaps more particularly women who are victims of violence, are not 
likely to maximise their own interests.50  
   
Further, survivors of violence are disadvantaged in a mediation because consensuality, 
the basis of mediation, is in direct opposition to the dispute resolution patterns exhibited 
by perpetrators of violence.  A perpetrator of violence may have the ability to appear 
charming to people other than his victim, but he does not have the capacity, at least in 
relation to his victim, to seek honestly to find mutually beneficial outcomes through 
                                                          
46  Astor has also listed areas of power imbalance which may impact on a woman's ability to perform equally in a 
mediation as being:  power to control valued resources, power to inflict harm, power to interfere with a party's ability to 
realise his/her interests, moral power resulting from appeal to widely-held values and personal power derived from, for 
example, self-assurance, determination and endurance.  She goes on to say that these sources of power are gendered in 
our society because women have less earning capacity, fewer financial resources, less access to legal and financial 
advice, and so on.  Therefore "... despite the rhetoric of formal equality, women are not equal in Australian society.":  
Astor, above n.36 at 70. 
47  Gribben, above n.6 at 31. 
48  C. Gilligan,  In a Different Voice:  Psychological Theory and Women's Development Cambridge, Mass: Harvard 
University Press, 1982.  Trina Grillo has also commented that women's response to mediation is more selfless because 
of an 'ethic of care' which emphasises nurturance, connection with others, and contextual thinking.":  T. Grillo, "The 
Mediation Alternative:  Process Dangers For Women" (1991) 100 Yale Law Journal 1545 at 1601.  I support the notion 
that the way women reason is more than a product of the impact on a construction of consciousness by conditions of 
existence.  However, I also acknowledge that the conclusions of Gilligan's study have been criticised by many 
including Carol Smart who does not agree that there is an essential feminine way of reasoning:  see a paper by Carol 
Smart, Losing the Struggle for Another Voice: The Case of Family Law, University of Leeds, United Kingdom, 1994.  
See also, J. Tronto,  "Beyond Gender Difference to a Theory of Care" in MJ. Larrabee (ed), An Ethic of Care  London: 
Routledge, 1993 at 240-57. 
49  This was confirmed in a study conducted for a PhD thesis by SL. Borys entitled "The Relation of Power, Goals, and 
Gender to Preferences for Various Conflict Resolution Settings" (University of Waterloo, 1987) cited in BC. Bedont, 
"Gender Differences in Negotiations and the Doctrine of Unconscionability in Domestic Contracts" (1994) 12 Canadian 
Family Law Quarterly 21 at n. 46. 
50  "... [W]omen experience a significant disadvantage in negotiations with men.  Women are more likely to alter their 
judgments in deference to the opinion of others." Id at 36. 
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compromise.51  It is inappropriate therefore to require a woman, as Hilary Astor has said, 
"... to have the courage to attempt a consensual method of resolving a dispute with 
someone who, in the past, got what he wanted by beating her."52
 
A survivor of violence is also possibly fearful of being placed in both physical and 
emotional danger through participation in a mediation. The mediation models discussed 
here generally require the participants to negotiate face-to-face – although telephone or 
shuttle conferences are sometimes possible. So in the mediation room itself, or in the car 
park or street before or after the mediation session a woman is at risk of a violent event.  
For a perpetrator of violence, mediation is an excellent opportunity to continue contact 
with the victim, thereby extending his chosen form of control over her.53   
 
Finally, although some mediators claim they are able to minimise the impact of power 
imbalances, and create a level negotiating field with appropriate interventions, 54  a 
                                                          
51  Astor, above n.5 at 23.  Susan Gribben has noted a number of characteristics the parties must possess in order to 
have the necessary capacity to perform appropriately in mediation and all of which a perpetrator of violence will be 
lacking to some extent:  "... each party needs to be able to: listen to and understand the other; communicate effectively 
to the other; ... absorb new information and ideas; put forward options; formulate proposals.":  S. Gribben, "Mediation 
of Family Disputes" (1992) 6 Australian Journal of Family Law 126 at 131.  The last item on Gribben's list, however, 
works in reverse, namely the capacity to represent their own interests, a capacity which perpetrators will have and 
women may not. 
52  Astor, above n.5 at 23.  Further, it has been acknowledged that "[c]oercion, violence, or negotiation under duress or 
threat, are fundamentally at odds with the mediation philosophy of valuing all family members' needs equally, and of 
empowering all parties to reach free, genuine, mutually satisfactory agreements, which meet long-term as well as short-
term needs.":  Gribben, above n.6 at 24. 
53  Id at 23-24. 
54  "[W]e contend that the essential values and characteristics of mediation make it a particularly effective means of 
dispute resolution in situations where power imbalances play a role.":  AM. Davis and RA Salem, “Dealing with Power 
Imbalances in the Mediation of Interpersonal Disputes” (1984) 6 Mediation Quarterly 17 at 18. "... in extreme cases the 
mediator should consider terminating negotiations rather than permitting an uninformed or intimidated party to agree to 
a settlement that may be unrealistic or unfair.":  ibid. Susan Gribben has written:  "It can be difficult to identify a 
relationship with a history of violence [I would suggest that a relationship where a power imbalance exists should be 
included here], because the man can be frightened that disclosure will threaten his control, and the woman can be 
frightened of what he will do if this happens, and they may both have become expert at rationalising, minimising, and 
hiding the violence and its destructive consequences.":  Gribben, above n.6 at 25. Some commentators have proposed 
checklists for the purpose of "sounding warning bells" for mediators that further questions should be asked about past 
violence and issues of present safety and an ability to mediate.  See, for example, Gribben, above n.6 at 31 and MD. 
Pagelow,  "Effects of Domestic Violence on Children and their Consequences for Custody Visitiation Agreements" 
(1990) 7(4) Mediation Quarterly 356 at 356-7.  See also S. Tarrant,  "Something Is Pushing Them To the Side of Their 
Own Lives:  A Feminist Critique of Law and Laws" (1990) 20 Western Australian Law Review 573 at 581. MJ. Bailey, 
"Unpacking the 'Rational Alternative':  A Critical Review of Family Mediation Movement Claims" (1989) 8 Canadian 
Journal of Family Law 61 at 69. Whilst mediators assert that they are able to redress power imbalances, the assertion is 
based more on theory than on practicality, and it is very difficult to find a guide to overcoming power imbalances 
precisely articulated anywhere.  See, however, Gribben, above n.6, and the eleven point plan proposed by Davis and 
Salem, above at 18-23.  See also, L. Lerman,  "Stopping Domestic Violence:  A Guide for Mediators" in H. Davidson, 
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mediator's presence in a mediation is theoretically for structure and process only.  That is, 
theoretically, a mediator should never attempt to right any apparent imbalance because 
this would involve compromising their neutrality which is considered crucial to their 
process-controlling role.55  
 
The issues discussed above in no way purport to be an exhaustive account of the potential 
disadvantage experienced by women victims of violence in mediation, but they exemplify 
the extent of the difficulties a woman may experience and show clearly that a survivor of 
violence is unlikely to be able to secure a truly just outcome to a dispute through 
mediation.  
 
If survivors of violence attempt to resist the push towards mediation, however, they risk 
being labelled as difficult and uncooperative, which in turn will certainly impact on their 
attempts to obtain further legal aid and may also have repercussions in terms of the way 
they are perceived in court.56   
 
Violence is not the only source of power imbalance which may work to a woman’s 
disadvantage in a mediation.  Power imbalances can take many and varied other forms.57  
Indeed, Renate Alexander, a Victorian family law practitioner asserts that "... virtually all 
marital and de facto relationships involve some sort of inequality of power and/or harm 
inflicted by one party upon the other - most commonly by the male partner upon the 
female partner."58  But violence is one factor which both the Family Court and Legal 
                                                                                                                                                                             
L. Ray, and R. Horowitz (eds), Alternative Means of Family Dispute Resolution Washington DC: American Bar 
Association, 1982, at 429 - 43; and also R. Charlton and M. Dewdney, The Mediator's Handbook - Skills and Strategies 
for Practitioners  Sydney: LBC Information Services, 1995 particularly at 123-177 for practical strategies with regard to 
the conduct of fair mediations. 
55  Astor, above n.36 at 71.  See also R. Field, “Mediation Praxis: The Myths and Realities of the Intersection of 
Mediator Neutrality and the Process of Redressing Power Imbalances”, paper delivered at the 5th National Mediation 
Conference 2000, Brisbane. 
56  Rathus continues:  "The level of risk is often felt by the women but it can be difficult for them to articulate or 
convince others of its reality.  It becomes another of the many factors which lead to women being labelled as 
uncooperative during negotiations for arrangements for children.": above n.41 at 10.  SSCLCA – Discussion paper 
No.4, above n.17 at 66.  
57  See Wade, above n.10 for a discussion of the various possible forms of power imbalance.  See also, T. Falbo and 
LA. Peplau: "Power Strategies in Intimate Relationships" (1980) 38 Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 618. 
58 R. Alexander,  "Mediation" Paper Presented at "Challenging the Legal System's Response to Domestic Violence 
Conference" organised by the Southside Domestic Violence Action Group, Brisbane, 23-26 March 1994 at 2. 
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Aid  are prepared to acknowledge will disadvantage a woman in mediations.  The rhetoric 
is there, and yet women are still forced to participate in conferences by Legal Aid and the 
Family Court’s relentlessly strong emphasis on informal dispute resolution is unlikely to 
alter in the near future. 
 
4.  So How Can We Get Family Law Dispute Resolution Policies Which Reflect the 
Rhetoric and Women’s Realities? Or How Do We Be Seen as Well as Heard on this 
Issue? 
 
One of the problems with the rhetoric about the disadvantages for women in mediation 
that result from violence is that it is seems to be overshadowed by the prevailing idea that 
it is still often worth 'giving mediation a go'?59  That is, it can’t hurt and what has she got 
to lose?    
 
In trying to understand this we could say perhaps that the rhetoric is actually a cover-up 
for a truly superficial level of understanding of violence and its impact on mediated 
outcomes to disputes.  We could also say perhaps that the cost and other difficulties 
associated with litigation are forcing policies that promote attempting mediation, even 
where there is a history of violence.  Or we could suggest that the policy makers are 
victims themselves of mediation propaganda.60  Or we could say that the rhetoric is 
                                                          
59 It has been said that "[i]t is much easier to mediate before a matter gets into the court system ... .  Let the new motto 
and culture be:  'Try mediation before litigation'."  J. Weingarth,  "Mediation Before Litigation" Financial Review, 11 
September 1995.  It has also been said that "[t]he earlier the application of ADR procedures the greater the likelihood of 
settlement.  This is largely due to the savings in legal costs and the minimisation of unproductive time.": A. Batterby,  
"Lessons to be Learned from ADR Procedures" (1991) 65 Law Institute Journal at 53.  And Sir Laurence Street 
believes that "[e]ven if [mediation] does not wholly resolve the dispute it will build a bridge of communication and 
hopefully a bridge of understanding between the parties.  Moreover it will almost certainly assist in confining the area 
of the conflict between them.":  Street, above n.4 at 10.  Further, Olson has written that he hopes one day "... we will 
again make litigation an exception, a last resort, a necessary evil at the margins of our common life.":  WK. Olson,  The 
Litigation Explosion - What Happened When America Unleashed the Lawsuit  New York: Truman Talley Books, 1991 
at 348. 
60 Many mediation service providers remain prepared to mediate in some circumstances where there has been a history 
of violence.  They "... take the view that domestic violence, of itself, is not a contra-indicator for mediation and that 
mediation can occur provided appropriate safeguards are put in place.":  Gibson et al, above n.27 at 12. Some of the 
arguments used to justify this stance include: that mediation is a useful decision-making and conflict-resolving process 
for separating couples who are willing and able to negotiate: Gribben, above n.6 at 25; that litigation is no better or 
safer a forum than mediation; that mediators can compensate for power imbalances and protect the victim; and that 
there can be no unilateral decision to deny victims of violence access to mediation where they make a free and 
informed choice to participate: see Astor, above n.5 at 26-27. Further, it has been said that "[t]hose involved [with the 
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overridden by economic imperatives where justice for, and the safety of, women is 
subjugated to other budget priorities. 
 
These matters may explain to some degree the divide between the rhetoric and the reality 
but they don’t change the fact that for survivors of violence it can hurt to give mediation a 
go. In mediation women are denied procedural protections and forced to accept 
inexpensive and ill-informed outcomes.61  Government has been told.  The National 
Women’s Justice Coalition (NWJC), individual Women’s Legal Services around the 
country and other advocates have worked consistently hard to inform government of the 
issues.  Government and its policy makers are simply choosing not to listen.  They hear 
the benefits of mediation and although they acknowledge its disadvantages are not 
prepared to act sufficiently on that knowledge. 
 
 So how can we get through? 
 
One possible way is to conduct more research so we can convince policy makers in the 
economic language they understand that it is not worth giving mediation a go for 
survivors of violence.  That means we need to be able to show them through statistics, 
figures and dollar amounts that it costs more – legally and socially - to be creating an 
environment where participation in mediation for women in family law disputes is 
inevitable.   
 
This sort of research is very hard to conduct, particularly because of mediation’s 
confidentiality.62   But one approach might be, for example, to look at ways in which we 
could follow-up on mediated agreements in the Family Court, and agreements resulting 
                                                                                                                                                                             
general interest in mediation] seem more fascinated with the concept than with its practical application.":  Charlesworth, 
above n.3 at 59. Bailey-Harris, above n.3 at 167.  
61  HT. Edwards, “Commentary – Alternative Dispute Resolution: Panacea or Anathema?” (1986) 99 Harvard Law 
Review 668 at 679.  See also R. Field, “Family Law Mediation:  Process Imbalances Women Should be Aware of 
Before They Take Part”, (1998) 14 QUT Law Journal 23. 
62 Some critical research has been conducted on mediation practice thereby testing its theory.  See, for example: 
Gibson et al, above n.27; JB.  Kelly,  "Mediated and Adversarial Divorce:  Respondents' Perceptions of their Processes 
and Outcomes" (1989) 24 Mediation Quarterly 71;  Love et al, above n.7; L. Moloney, A. Love, T. Fisher and S. 
Ferguson,  "The Words to Say It - Clients' Own Experiences of Family Mediation" (1996) 10 Australian Journal of 
Family Law 53; and L. Steer, "A Study of Family Mediators" (1995) 6 Australian Dispute Resolution Journal 165. 
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from Legal Aid conferences, where the woman is prepared to identify herself as a 
survivor of some form of violence.  If we could ascertain the real failure rates of such 
agreements, and the real legal, social and personal consequences that result, then we 
could prove to the policy makers that mediation in such circumstances is in fact 
extremely costly.  
 
But we also need to do more research with women participants in mediation.  So that we 
have their words and their experiences.  And we need to do follow-up research so that the 
longer term implications of forced participation in mediation are better understood.  
 
5.  Conclusion 
 
In conclusion power imbalances arising from violence and their impact on mediated 
outcomes must continue to be investigated and discussed if women and their rights are to 
be protected.  
 
In the USA, where the 'mediation craze' could be said to have begun, "[t]he initial wave 
of unabashed enthusiasm for divorce mediation and alternative dispute resolution in 
general has given way to sober reassessment."63  In Australia we need to follow suit.  
We need to address the misconceptions about the practice and theory of mediation,64 
particularly for survivors of violence and we need to bring the rhetoric of our most often 
used family mediation service providers into line with real and appropriate practices. 
 
This doesn’t necessarily mean advocating a position where survivors of violence are 
unilaterally denied access to mediation.65  It does mean survivors of violence must be 
able to make a truly free and informed choice to participate.66  This, in turn, means 
                                                          
63  Bryan, above n.14 at 189. 
64  G. Tillet,  The Myths of Mediation The Centre for Conflict Resolution, Macquarie University, 1991 quoted in 
Kurien, above n.5. 
65  Although Alexander believes that "... mediation is inappropriate in all family law matters and should be abandoned 
as an appropriate and viable socio-legal response to family law litigation."  Alexander, above n.58 at 1-2. 
66  Astor, above n.5 at 26-27. 
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abandoning compulsory legal aid conferences and ensuring the adequate provision of 
legal aid for women.  
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